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a b s t r a c t

Ultrafine particle processing system (UPPS) was developed previously by our group to provide a new
solution to microsphere fabrication. The UPPS was supposed to possess many featured advantages, but
the microsphere formation mechanism during UPPS processing was still unknown. The objective of this
study was to perform the formation mechanism investigation and in vitro evaluation on risperidone-
containing poly(D, L-lactic-co-glycolic acid) microspheres (RIS-PLGA MS) fabricated by UPPS. Evapora-
tion profile and viscosity of the PLGA-containing solutions were considered as the critical factors for the
microsphere formation mechanism and were determined in present study. The formation mechanism of
RIS-PLGA MS was put forward by semiquantitative analysis on the basis of the evaporation profile,
viscosity, and scanning electron microscopy results. It was established that the evaporation profile and
viscosity would have an impact on the evaporation velocity and PLGA molecular diffusion velocity during
solidification process, resulting in different appearance of the microspheres. Furthermore, comprehen-
sive in vitro evaluations of RIS-PLGA MS were conducted, including particle size distribution, micro-
meritics, morphology, drug loading, encapsulation efficiency, residual organic solvent, syringeability, and
in vitro release behavior. The results revealed that RIS-PLGA MS was a promising candidate for intra-
muscular administration, and meanwhile UPPS was a qualified technology for microsphere production.

© 2017 American Pharmacists Association®. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

The research and development of microspheres had witnessed
much success for the versatility of microspheres in drug delivery
systems. It is well documented that novel microspheres are
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comprehensively investigated in oral, parenteral, transdermal, and
pulmonary drug delivery systems.1-4 Moreover, the emergence of
radioactive, fluorescent, and magnetic microspheres creates new
possibilities for the application of microspheres in pharmaceutical
sciences.5 It can be stated that microspheres will continue to be a
promising solution in various pharmaceutical issues.

With regard to the manufacture of microspheres, several stra-
tegies have been intensively investigated, including spray drying,
phase separation, membrane emulsification, microfluidic technol-
ogy, and so forth. Nevertheless, there are some considerable
problems in these established methods.

Spraydryingemploys hot airflowduring the evaporationprocess
of thedrug-containingdroplet,whichmay lead to thedegradationof
the thermolabile drugs.6 As for phase separation, the preparation
process is time-consuming and requires precise control of organic
solvent volume.7 Poor reproducibilityandpredictabilityare involved
in the critical membrane processing procedures of membrane
emulsification.8 The geometric diameter of the transport channel in
the microfluidic technology instrument is unable to change after
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initial etching, hindering the application tomicrosphereswith larger
particle size.9 The existing drawbacks hamper the further applica-
tion of these fabrication methods on a larger scale.

A proprietary and scalable technology ultrafine particle pro-
cessing system (UPPS) was developed by our group,10-12 opening
the perspective to overcoming the inferiority of the current
microsphere manufacture technologies. A schematic illustration of
the UPPS is displayed in Figure S1, Supporting Information. The
instrument comprises feed inlet nozzle (A), spinning disc (B), air
control system (C), liquid nitrogen supplier (D), and collecting
vessel (E). The whole system is under computer control. It is
believed that solidification of drug solution takes place in the cavity
(F) of UPPS.

Generally, cooled air or liquid nitrogen is used in UPPS with the
aim of avoiding the degradation of thermal-unstable drugs. The
operation is 1-step and computer controlled, facilitating the scale-
up of production. The UPPS is reproducible as every processing
parameters are tunable and can be precisely governed. Further-
more, UPPS is capable of fabricating microspheres with diverse
particle size. It is foreseen that the UPPS can surmount the disad-
vantages of contemporary preparation techniques and hence pro-
duce microspheres with high encapsulation efficiency (EE).

Previously, UPPS has been employed to fabricate enhanced
green fluorescent protein, exenatide, and metoprolol tartrate
loading microspheres.10-12 As indicated by the results, the obtained
products possessed monodisperse particle size distribution, high
EE, and reasonable release profile. Besides, the exenatide-
containing microspheres exhibited comparable hypoglycemic ef-
fect to the positive control. Evidence supports the feasibility and
virtue of microsphere preparation via UPPS.

However, the absence of a systemic formation mechanism un-
dermines the rationale of UPPS and limits its further development.
The present work was focused on mechanism investigation, where
the effect of solvent evaporation profile13 and viscosity14 was
explored because these 2 factors were likely to impact the solidi-
fication process in UPPS.

In this study, risperidone (RIS), a traditional therapeutic drug for
schizophrenia, and poly(D, L-lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA), a
biocompatible polymer approved by the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration, were subjected to UPPS preparation. A theory
based on semiquantitative analysis of solvent evaporation profile
and viscosity was put forward to figure out the formation mecha-
nism of RIS-containing PLGA microspheres. Additionally, the mi-
crospheres were evaluated in vitro, verifying the practicality and
strength of microsphere production by UPPS.

Materials and Methods

Materials

RIS (99% purity) was a kind gift from Qilu Pharmaceutical Co.,
Ltd. (Shandong, China). Risperdal Consta® was obtained from
Alkermes, Inc. (Product A, Wilmington, OH). PLGA with terminal
ester group (molecular weight ¼ 43,000; glycolic acid/lactic acid ¼
50:50) was purchased from Jinan Daigang Biomaterial Co., Ltd.
(Shandong, China). Dichloromethane (DCM), dimethyl carbonate
(DMC) and ethyl acetate (EtAc) were obtained from Baishi Chemical
Industry Co., Ltd. (Tianjin, China). All the other reagents were used
as received. Some of-interest properties of the employed solvents
are listed in Table S1, Supporting Information.

Evaporation Profile and Viscosity Determination

The following solvents (2.0 g) containing 4% PLGA (w/v) were
precisely weighed and placed under constant condition (25�C, 55%
relative humidity, and 1 atm): DCM, DMC, EtAc, DCM/DMC (1:1, v/
v), and DCM/EtAc (1:1, v/v). The samples were weighed at 0.25, 0.5,
1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5, 4.0, 4.5, 5.0, 5.5, 6.0, 6.5, 7.0, 7.5, 8.0, 8.5, and
9.0 h. The weight loss at predetermined time intervals was con-
verted into accumulated evaporation proportion and plotted versus
time in order to demonstrate the evaporation rate of the samples.
The same procedures were applied to pure solvents without PLGA.

Viscosity of the abovementioned samples was detected by
Brookfield Rotational Rheometer (Brookfield AMETEK, Middleboro,
MA) with a No. 18 spindle at 25�C ± 0.5�C. The spindle rotating rate
was increased by 5 rpm until the torque reached 100%.

Fabrication of RIS-Containing PLGA Microspheres via UPPS

RIS-containing PLGA microspheres (RIS-PLGA MS) were fabri-
cated via UPPS by a published method10-12 with proper modifica-
tion. Briefly, PLGA and RIS were successively dissolved in organic
solvent under stirring. The solution was applied to ice bath for
15 min and subsequently pumped to the feed inlet nozzle of UPPS
by an MP-1000 peristaltic pump (Tokyo Rikakikai Co., Ltd., Tokyo,
Japan) at a feed rate of 12 mL/min. The spinning disc whose bottom
was continuously supplied with liquid nitrogen was adjusted to a
rotation rate of 5500 rpm. Air control system was absent in this
study. The samples were collected and freeze-dried to remove any
residual solvent.

Formulations of RIS-PLGAMSwere stated as follows. Theoretical
drug loading (DL; w/w) of RIS and content (w/v) of PLGA in the
organic solvent were 30% and 4%, respectively, which was applied
in all formulations F1-4. Different organic solvents were employed:
F1-DCM/DMC (1:1, v/v), F2-DCM/EtAc (1:1, v/v), F3-EtAc, F4-DCM.
It was worth mentioning that F1 was elected for subsequent
investigation. Four batches of F1 were manufactured and a pilot
scale-up test was conducted by enlarging this formulation to 8
magnification (8�).

RIS-PLGA MS Characterization

Laser Diffraction Analysis
The particle size of RIS-PLGA MS was determined using laser

diffraction method (Malvern Master Sizer 2000; Malvern In-
struments, Malvern, UK). The Scirocco dry dispersion unit was
employed to disperse the RIS-PLGA MS. Each test was performed at
a feed pressure of 2 bar and with the obscuration value circa 1%.
D50, the volumetric size diameter at 50% of the cumulative volume,
and polydispersity index (PdI) were determined.

Micromeritics of RIS-PLGA MS
Powder flowability was characterized by angle of repose, bulk

density, and compressibility. Angle of repose was detected by
comparison method. Bulk density was investigated with a gradu-
ated cylinder. Tapping method was used to assess the compress-
ibility. The involved tests were performed under the guidance of US
Pharmacopeia, where applicable.

DL and EE
DL and EE were determined by the following procedures. RIS-

PLGA MS (5 mg) was precisely weighed and dissolved by acetoni-
trile, and 0.1 mol/L hydrochloric acid was added to the solution to
guarantee a total volume of 50 mL. The system was centrifuged at
3000 rpm for 15 min, and instantly the supernatant was assayed
spectroscopically (TU-1901 UV spectrophotometer; Purkinje Gen-
eral Instrument Co., Ltd., Beijing, China). Absorbance was detected
at 274 nm where the interference of PLGA was negligible. DL (%)
was defined by the percentage of detected RIS amount (mg) to the
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weighed microsphere amount (mg), whereas EE (%) referred to the
percentage of actual DL to theoretical DL.
Scanning Electron Microscopy
The RIS-PLGA MS were gold-coated under vacuum using a gold

sputter module, and their typical images were taken by a Quanta
200 FEG field emission scanning electron microscope (FEi Systems,
Columbia, MD) at a voltage of 15.0 kV.
Residual Solvent Quantification
It should be noticed that DCM and DMC were employed in RIS-

PLGAMS fabrication. Therefore, Agilent 7890A gas chromatography
(Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA) equipped with flame ioni-
zation detector was used to quantify the residual solvent. DB-624
column (30 m � 0.32 mm, 1.80 mm) was adopted for analysis un-
der 1.0 mL/min nitrogen atmosphere. A temperature program was
set: 80�C for 8 min; 80�C-200�C at the rate of 80�C/min; 200�C for
4 min. The temperature of injection port and detector was 220�C
and 250�C, respectively. Sample volumewas adjusted to 1.0 mL with
the split ratio of 10:1. Calibration curves within 6-152 mg/mL (R2 ¼
0.9998) and 52-1309 mg/mL (R2 ¼ 0.9999) were constructed for
DCM and DMC, respectively.
Syringeability Evaluation
RIS-PLGA MS (0.1 g) was homogeneously suspended in 20 mL

aqueous solution containing 5% mannitol (w/v), 0.75% carbox-
ymethyl cellulose sodium (w/v), and 0.1% Tween 80 (w/v) before
evaluation. More details about this suspension media could be
found in Supporting Information. Syringeability of a formulation
was defined as the percentage (w/w) of the amount passing
through the syringe needle to the total amount and was examined
by a 1-mL syringe with 20-, 21-, 22-, and 23-gauge syringes,
respectively. Briefly, 1 g of the microspheres containing suspension
was injected into a preweighed Eppendorf tube, washed by excess
water, and then freeze-dried. The syringeability was characterized
gravimetrically, performing in quadruplicate.
In Vitro Drug-Release Studies

Incubation Method Protocol
Precisely weighed 5 mg of RIS-PLGAMS (batch 1) was examined

for in vitro drug release profile. Incubation method was adopted in
the present study. In more detail, 4.0 mL of pH 7.4 phosphate-
buffered saline with 0.02% (w/v) Tween 80 and 0.05% (w/v) so-
dium azide was chosen as the release medium. The system was
incubated in a constant temperature shaker set at 37�C and 100
rpm. The vials werewithdrawn for centrifugation at predetermined
time points, that is, 1 and 4 h, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, and 20
days. Entirely replaced by fresh release medium of identical vol-
ume, the supernatant was filtered through 0.22-mm microporous
membrane for HPLC quantification of RIS.
Reproducibility Tests and In Vitro Drug Release of Product A
Another 3 batches of RIS-PLGA MS, namely batch 2, 3, and 4,

were subjected to abovementioned incubation method to evaluate
the reproducibility of UPPS. Difference factor (f1) and similarity
factor (f2) were adopted to claim the similarity between 2 profiles,
calculated from Equations 1 and 2:

f1 ¼
Pn

t¼1jRt � TtjPn
t¼1Rt

� 100 (1)
f2 ¼ 50� log
100ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1þ
Pn

t¼1
ðRt�TtÞ2
n

r (2)

where n represented the total number of time intervals, and Rt and
Tt were the RIS released percentage of reference preparation and
the test preparation at a certain time interval.

Product A, a commercial RIS microsphere for injection, was
recognized as a cost-effective remedy for schizophrenia.15 The
in vitro drug release of Product A was also examined by incubation
method. The predetermined time intervals were 1 and 4 h, 1, 2, 4, 6,
8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 18, 20, 24, 28, 32, 36, 40, 41, 43, and 45 days here.
Model Fitting
Acquired data of batch 1 were fitted with zero-order model,

first-order model, Higuchi model, and Korsmeyer-Peppas model.
The formulae of such models are shown in Table 1. The model with
a correlation coefficient (R2) closest to 1 was regarded as the best-
fitting model.
Chromatographic Quantification of RIS

LC-20AT HPLC system (Shimadzu Corporation, Kyoto, Japan)
equipped with a Luna C18 reverse-phase column (4.6 mm � 150
mm, 5 mm, Phenomenex Inc., Torrance, CA) was employed for HPLC
quantification. Methanol (pH 7.2) 2% (w/v) triethylamine (75:25)
was chosen as the mobile phase at 1.0 mL/min. RIS was assayed at a
wavelength of 276 nm and column temperature of 40�C. Injection
volume was adjusted to 20 mL. Linearity was established within
1.106-110.6 mg/mL (R2 ¼ 0.9995).
Statistics

All studies were conducted in triplicate, if not otherwise stated.
Acquired datawere presented as mean ± SD and analyzed by 1-way
analysis of variance followed by Student-Newman-Keuls compari-
son by SPSS 19.0 software (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY). In all
instance, p value less than 0.05 was viewed as statistical
significance.
Results

Evaporation Profile and Viscosity of PLGA-Containing Organic
Solvents

The evaporation profile of PLGA-containing organic solutions
was explored, and the results are illustrated in Figure 1a where the
solutions were denoted by their corresponding solvents. The
evaporation rate of the tested solutions was ranked in the sequence
of DCM > DCM-EtAc (1:1) > DCM-DMC (1:1) > EtAc > DMC. The
solvents in all systems evaporated completely at 8.0 h. The evap-
oration profiles of pure solvents were similar, yet reached equilib-
rium earlier at 7.0 h, indicating that the addition of PLGA impeded
the evaporation of the solvents (Fig. 1b).

Also, the viscosity of the aforementioned solutions was deter-
mined and listed in Table 2. The sample viscosity followed the
sequence of DCM > DCM-DMC (1:1) > DMC z DMC-EtAc (1:1) >
EtAc, analyzed by analysis of variance and Student-Newman-Keuls
comparison. Herein, DMC z DMC-EtAc (1:1) meant that there was
no significant difference between them.



Table 1
Model Fitting of In Vitro Release Profile of RIS-PLGA MS

Model Model Formulae Fitted Formulae R2 Value

Zero-order Qt ¼ kt þ b Qt ¼ 4.402 t þ 31.666 0.8328
First-order ln Qt ¼ kt þ b ln Qt ¼ 0.086 t þ 3.327 0.7086
Higuchi Qt ¼ kt0.5 þ b Qt ¼ 22.692 t þ 11.047 0.9557
Korsmeyer-Peppas Qt ¼ ktn Qt ¼ 35.931 t0.363 0.9644

t, time; Qt, the accumulated release at time t; k, b, and n, fitting parameters of
corresponding model.
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Characterization of RIS-PLGA MS

Particle Size Distribution, Micromeritics, DL, and EE
Particle size distribution, angle of repose, bulk density,

compressibility, DL, and EE of F1 was determined by laser diffrac-
tion analysis. Relevant results are shown in Table S2, Supporting
Information. D50 of RIS-PLGA MS was 30.03 ± 0.93 mm with a PdI
value of 0.300 ± 0.015. The reasonable PdI value indicated that the
fabricated microspheres possessed a narrow distribution of particle
size. The 58.09� ± 0.17� angle of repose was not satisfactory but the
25.19% ± 2.69% compressibility index suggested a good flow-
ability.16 The low bulk density of 0.355 ± 0.013 g/cm3 indicated that
the microspheres were loose and therefore ready to be processed.17

Taken together, the flowability of RIS-PLGA MS was acceptable. The
27.33% ± 0.44% DL was relatively high,18 favorable to reduce the
dosage in parenteral administration. Moreover, the high EE of
91.44% ± 1.05% elucidated the EE of RIS.

Morphology
Typical images of RIS-PLGA MS F1-4 were photographed by

scanning electron microscopy (SEM), 2 of which were shown for
each formulation. There were 4 types of microsphere appearance
(Figs. 2a-2d). It was depicted that F4 (Fig. 2a) and F3 (Fig. 2b) were
of beading and erythrocyte-like structure, respectively. F2 (Fig. 2c)
was spheroid shape with sags and pores. It was worth noticing that
F1 (Fig. 2d) possessed a spherical appearance, which was a
preferred shape for microspheres.

Residual DCM and DMC Quantification
The residual organic solvents were likely to pose safety con-

cerns, and consequently gas chromatography was used to detect
the content of DCM and DMC in the RIS-PLGA MS F1. The relevant
regulation of the International Council for Harmonization of Tech-
nical Requirements for Pharmaceuticals for Human Use (ICH) was
considered as guidance. The upper limit of class II solvent DCMwas
0.06% (w/w), whereas therewas no specific demonstration for DMC
due to its low toxicity,19 and the limit for class III EtAc (0.5%, w/w)
was chosen as an alternative. DCM was lower than the limit of
quantification in RIS-PLGA MS samples whereas the content of
DMCwas 0.35% ± 0.03% (w/w). The detected residual solvents were
both lower than the upper limit, which was beneficial to the safety
of the microspheres.

Syringeability
The suspension media (mannitol-carboxymethyl cellulose

sodium-Tween 80) for RIS-PLGA MS (F1) was modified from a
patent.20 Syringeability of the microspheres containing suspension
Table 2
Viscosity of PLGA-Containing Organic Solutions (n ¼ 3)

Solvent DCM DMC

Viscosity (mPa$s) 2.53 ± 0.00 1.60 ± 0.01

Data are reported as mean ± SD.
was evaluated. The syringeability of 23-gauge syringe was only
86.43% ± 5.44%, which was not qualified for drug delivery. Apart
from that, the syringeability of 20-, 21-, and 22-gauge syringe was
all over 90%, viz. 92.75% ± 6.53%, 90.22% ± 6.01%, and 92.50% ±
6.64%. The 22-gauge syringe with a small needle diameter might be
the optimal choice for RIS-PLGA MS parenteral administration for
the sake of relieving the pain of patient.

In Vitro Release Profile of the Formulations

Release Profile of RIS-PLGA MS
The in vitro drug-release profile of RIS-PLGA MS F1 was inves-

tigated by incubation method (Fig. 3a). All the release profiles
showed sustained-release properties and could be divided into 3
phases: burst phase (1 h to 1 day), climbing phase (1 day to 12
days), and plateau phase (12 days to 20 days). The accumulated
release proportions at 1 h and 1, 12, and 20 days (Q1h, Q1d, Q12d, and
Q20d) were denoted for better interpretation. During the burst
phase, RIS underwent a benign burst release with a Q1h of 13.91% ±
1.21% and a Q1d of 26.50% ± 2.02%.21,22 RIS released rapidly
throughout the climbing phase, achieving a Q12d of 95.37% ± 3.22%.
Ultimately, the profiles entered a plateau phase where the accu-
mulated release sparsely changed and ended up at a Q20d of 99.90%
± 1.89%. It was proven that a 20-day sustained release was achieved
and RIS could release completely from the microspheres.

Profile Comparison With Different Batches and Product A
The release profile of batch 2-4 and 8� was displayed in

Figure 3a. Calculated f1 and f2 values between batch 1 and other
batches were shown in Table S3, Supporting Information. All the f1
values were lower than 15 and meanwhile f2 values were higher
than 50, elucidating the satisfactory reproducibility of UPPS and its
possibility for scale-up.

As to Product A, the release profile was a 3-phase one as well,
but different from the RIS-PLGA MS (Fig. 3b). The release rate was
very slow in the initial 24 days and only approximately 20% of RIS
was released in this phase. The release rate drastically increased
since 24 days and the accumulated release raised to 88.40% ± 1.65%
at 40 days. Finally, a plateau phasewas achieved and 94.30% ± 1.50%
of RIS was released at 45 days, meaning a complete release.

In Vitro Release Model Fitting
The model fitting results of batch 1 are listed in Table 2. The

Korsmeyer-Peppas model was considered as the best-fitting model
with a highest R2 value of 0.9644. From the n value (0.363) less than
0.45, it was evident that the release process followed Fickian
diffusion.23

Discussion

Formation Mechanism Based on Semiquantitative Analysis of
Evaporation Profile and Viscosity

UPPS was intended to handle the current issues of microsphere
preparation technologies. The feasibility of UPPS in microsphere
fabrication had been validated,10-12 but the formation mechanism
of microspheres in UPPS processing remained unexplored.
EtAc DCM-DMC (1:1) DCM-EtAc (1:1)

1.42 ± 0.00 1.96 ± 0.02 1.55 ± 0.12



Figure 1. The evaporation profile of PLGA-containing organic solutions (a) and pure solvents (b) (n ¼ 3).
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Therefore, RIS-PLGA system was employed in the present study to
address the microsphere formation mechanism in such system.

It was of utmost importance to provide a mathematical
description of UPPS preparation process for an in-depth semi-
quantitative analysis.24-26 The RIS- and PLGA-containing solution
was supplied to the spinning disc, and the sample solution would
spread out to become a thin layer on the disc due to the effect of
centrifugation (Fig. 4a). Assumed that, originally, the thickness of
the thin layer was uniform, and then the shearing force acting on
the thin layer could be expressed by Nusselt formula:

t ¼ �1:5h
vrel
d

¼ �1:5

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
hr2Qvu4r

18p
3

s
(3)

u ¼ 2pN
60

(4)

where t was shearing stress, h was dynamic viscosity, vrel was
relative film velocity, d was layer thickness, r was density, Qv was
Figure 2. Typical SEM images of RIS-PLGA MS (F1-4). F4: A1
feeding rate, u was angular velocity, r was radius of spinning disc,
and N was rotational speed of spinning disc.

Deformation would occur in the thin layer affected by the
shearing force. A special architecture with parabolic cross-section
(r0 and h represented the maximum radius and terminal height,
respectively) would be obtained (Fig. 4b), as established by
Brechtelsbauer et al.25 Herein, the shearing force acting on the
terminal of the parabolic structure would be favorable for the
detaching of individual droplets from the bulk fluid. The mean
residence time (tres) of the fluid on the spinning disc could be
calculated from

tres ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
81p2h

16u2Q2
v r

3

s �
r4=3 � r4=3i

�
(5)

where ri referred to radial distance between inlet and center of the
spinning disc. The fluid further shrank to be discontinuous
streamline affected by surface tension (Fig. 4c).

The organic solvent in the streamline gradually evaporated and
subsequently critical beading structure generated under
and A2; F3: B1 and B2; F2: C1 and C2; F1: D1 and D2.



Figure 3. In vitro release profiles, incubation method (n ¼ 3). (a) Release profiles of different batches of RIS-PLGA MS (batch 1-4) and 8�; (b) RIS-PLGA MS in comparison with
commercial product Risperdal Consta®.
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continuous impact of surface tension (Fig. 5a). All the investigated
formulations (F1-4) were supposed to undergo the same process so
far, but their different evaporation profiles and viscosities led to
ramifications in subsequent events.

The determinant of whether the critical beading structure
would disintegrate into individual micrometered droplets was the
PLGA concentration at this stage (ci). At a high concentration, PLGA
molecules would entangle with each other, meaning that their
motion was topologically constrained.27 Entanglement concentra-
tion (ce) which represented the critical concentration above which
entanglement of polymer molecules would take place was intro-
duced here for better understanding. The ce value was obtained by
the following formula28

ce ¼ 3M
4pR3Nav

(6)

whereM, R, and Nav weremolecular weight of polymer, root-mean-
square end-to-end distance between molecules, and Avogadro's
number, respectively.

Different formulations might possess different ce values,
resulting in different outcomes. The influencing factors of ce wereM
and R because the term Nav was a constant. M was fixed because
only PLGAwas investigated throughout this study, and hence Rwas
the sole and crucial variable. R was proportional to the polymer
solubility in a corresponding solvent. In other words, the higher the
solubility of PLGA in a solvent, the lower the ce valuewould be. Seen
from the definition of ce, PLGA was entangled if ci � ce and
Figure 4. Schematic illustration of the common process of microsphere fabrication via UPPS
layer on the spinning disc due to the effect of centrifugation; r represented radius of spinnin
section would be obtained under the effect of shearing force; r0 and h represented the m
discontinuous streamline affected by surface tension.
unentangled if ci < ce. In the case of entangled PLGA, a molecular
bridge was constructed between 2 droplets. Hence, the beading
structure was preserved after further solvent evaporation. Different
from this, no molecular bridgewas built up under the circumstance
of unentangled PLGA. Individual micrometered droplets yielded
owing to surface tension.

Literature reported that PLGA exhibited higher solubility in DCM
than DMC or EtAc.29,30 Thus, the lowest ce valuewas expected in the
PLGA-DCM system. Moreover, all PLGA solutions were originally of
identical concentration (4%), whereas DCM showed the fastest
evaporation profile (Fig. 1). Therefore, ci of PLGA-DCM system was
inferred to be the highest. It was anticipated that F4 inwhich PLGA-
DCM solution was employed encountered a situation where ci � ce.
This accounted for the reason why F4 turned out to possess a
beading structure (Figs. 2a and 5a). Evidently, the beading structure
was not an acceptable shape for microsphere products.

With regard to F1-3, the condition ci < ce was thought to be met.
The upcoming issue for themwas the solidification of the droplets.
It was established that solvent evaporation occurred from the
droplets from the inside out,12 which was accompanied with the
solidification process. The determining factor of solidification was
the relationship between evaporation rate (ve) and molecular
diffusion rate of PLGA (vm). ve of involved solutions, expressed in a
manner of evaporation profile, had been clearly illustrated in
Figure 1. vm was proportional to the intradiffusion coefficient Di,
whereas there was negative correlation between Di and the vis-
cosity of the solution.31 Accordingly, vm was negatively correlated
with viscosity whose values are summarized in Table 1.
. (a) The fed sample solution turned into a fluid and would spread out to become a thin
g disc whereas u was angular velocity. (b) A special architecture with parabolic cross-
aximum radius and terminal height, respectively. (c) The fluid further shrank to be



Figure 5. Schematic illustration of the ramifications of microsphere fabrication via UPPS. (a) Different outcomes resulted from different relationships between ci and ce. ci was the
PLGA concentration of current stage and ce was entanglement concentration. (b) Different relationships between vm and ve led to different solidification process, provided ci < ce.
Here, vm and ve referred to molecular diffusion rate of PLGA and evaporation rate.
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The effect of relationship between ve and vm on the droplet
solidification process was discussed as follows. Firstly, PLGA-EtAc
solution which possessed the lowest viscosity and a relatively
slow evaporation profile was used in F3, and it was believed that
vm [ ve. The PLGA could rapidly diffuse into the outer layer when
the organic solvent in the inner layer began to evaporate. As a
result, a markedly hollow skeletonwas obtained, then collapsing to
form an erythrocyte-like structure (Figs. 2b and 5b). Secondly, F2
employed PLGA-DCM/EtAc (1:1) solution with a relatively low
viscosity and a moderate evaporation profile. In this case, vm > ve
and PLGA could partially diffuse into the outer layer during evap-
oration of solvent in the inner layer. A slightly hollow skeleton yield
and subsequent collapse transformed it into spheroid shape with
sags and pores (Figs. 2c and 5b). Thirdly, if vm � ve as what was
conjectured in F1, PLGA molecules in the inner layer could not
promptly diffuse into the outer layer. In F1, a dense and spherical
skeleton was generated and no further collapse would take place
(Fig. 5b). The spherical shape of F1 was verified in Figure 2d. Of
note, PLGA-DCM/DMC (1:1) solution possessing high viscosity and
moderate evaporation profile was adopted in F1.

The formation mechanism of RIS-PLGA MS had been elaborated
in detail. The characteristics of the PLGA solution exerted significant
influence on the formation process of microspheres. Interestingly,
particles with different appearance would further possess different
release profiles.32 Therefore, desired release profile of the micro-
sphere product could be tuned by these characteristics. These
characteristics are the solubility of PLGA in the solvent, evaporation
profile, and viscosity, and they in turn had an impact on ci, ce, ve, and
vm. Different solvents possessed various relevant properties, and the
type of solvent should be recognized as a controllable parameter
worthy of consideration in microsphere production via UPPS.

In Vitro Characterization of RIS-PLGA MS

The attributes of the RIS-PLGA MS product were characterized
by particle size distribution, micromeritics, morphology, DL, EE,
residual organic solvent, syringeability, and in vitro release
behavior.

It was well documented that intramuscular injection of a drug
delivery system could serve as a reservoir continuously releasing its
payload, which is a favorable administration route for a sustained-
release formulation.33,34 To this end, the RIS-PLGAMSwas designed
for intramuscular administration. Microspheres with a particle size
within 20-100 mm were reported to be used for intramuscular
administration.35 Consequently, the produced RIS-PLGA MS with
circa 30-mm particle size was considered as a potential candidate
for intramuscular administration. Mannitol-carboxymethyl cellu-
lose sodium-Tween 80 with good wettability20 was selected as the
suspensionmedium for RIS-PLGAMS, facilitating the intramuscular
administration as a suspension injection.

The determined value of angle of repose, compressibility index,
and bulk density (Table S2, Supporting Information) showed that
the flowability of RIS-PLGA MS was acceptable. This is attributed to
the spherical shape of RIS-PLGA MS (clarified by SEM), which
reduced the interaction sites between particles and thus inhibited
adhesion phenomenon.36

According to preliminary studies, the DL upper limit of RIS-PLGA
MS was 30%, above which RIS would recrystallize on the surface of
microspheres (data not shown). The DL detected in the present
study was 27.33% ± 0.44%, and therefore no crystalline of RIS was
observed in SEM image. It could be speculated that RIS was ho-
mogeneously incorporated inside the microspheres, but the
detailed molecular distribution profile should be further investi-
gated. Besides, the EE was encouraging 91.44% ± 1.05%, similar to
the former studies of UPPS-based microsphere production,10-12

confirming the high performance and applicability of UPPS.
Organic solvents DCM and DMC were used in RIS-PLGA MS

preparation, the residue of which will complicate safety. DCM was
reported to be carcinogenic37 and regarded as class II solvent by
ICH. DMC was hypotoxic, possessing a median lethal dose (13,000
mg/kg for rat)38 much higher than a class III solvent EtAc (5620mg/
kg for rat),39 and hence the ICH recommended limit of EtAc was
chosen for DMC. Content of DCM and DMC was lower than the
upper limit, suggesting that the residual organic solvent in the
microspheres would not raise safety issues. In addition, the absence
of DCM and the presence of DMC were consistent with their
evaporation profiles, that is, DCM exhibited much faster evapora-
tion rate than DMC. Accordingly, DCM was able to evaporate
completely during UPPS fabrication, whereas DMC could only
partially evaporate and was retained in RIS-PLGA MS.

Three-phase, 20-day, sustained-release profile of RIS-PLGA MS
was observed in this study. Model fitting proved that the release
profile conformed to Korsmeyer-Peppas model (R2 ¼ 0.9644), and
the model parameter n ¼ 0.363 demonstrated that the release of
RIS obeyed Fickian diffusion. The burst phase was not induced by
the unencapsulated RIS because no RIS crystal was observed in
SEM. It was believed that part of RIS could homogeneously
distribute in the outer layer of microspheres, on the basis of the
formation mechanism put forward in section Formation
Mechanism Based on Semiquantitative Analysis of Evaporation
Profile and Viscosity. The release of RIS in outer layer might be
the main reason accounting for the burst phase. According to the
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Fick's law, the diffusion rate (J) of a solute was proportional to its
concentration gradient40:

J ¼ D
vc
vx

(7)

where D represented the diffusivity coefficient and vc/vx was the
concentration gradient. The concentration gradient of RIS reduced
after the initial burst phase, and thus the release behavior slowed
down in the climbing phase and apparently halted in the plateau
phase. Three batches and the 8 � of RIS-PLGA MS (batch 2-4)
exhibited similar release profile with f1 values all lower than 15 and
f2 values all higher than 50, strengthening the reproducibility and
scalability of microsphere production by UPPS.

A RIS microsphere preparation, Product A, was commercially
available in the market. Product A possessed a 3-phase release
profile different from RIS-PLGA MS (Fig. 3b): lag phase (1 h to 24
days), rapid phase (24 days to 40 days), and plateau phase (40 days
to 45 days). This was because that Product A employed Medisorb®

technology intended to attain a sustained-release profile, where
the high-molecular-weight PLGA (up to 150,000) drastically
retarded the release of RIS.41 As a consequence, the release rate
would be very slow in the initial circa 3 weeks, after which RIS
started to release rapidly.42 This in turn resulted in the fact that
patients should take RIS oral tablets within the first 3 weeks of
Product A treatment. Otherwise, therapeutic plasma concentration
would not be achieved during this period.43 Nevertheless, the
combination therapy would cause inconvenient and low patient
compliance. The as-prepared RIS-PLGA MS did not exhibit an
obvious lag phase while showing a sustained release up to 12 days
and therefore would be a promising alternative for long-term
treatment of schizophrenia.

As revealed by the current results, UPPS was an advantageous
approach for microsphere fabrication, and RIS-PLGA MS was a
prospective alternative for long-term schizophrenia therapy.

The products fabricated by UPPS were of satisfactory quality, but
UPPS would still face more challenges. The theory of formation
mechanism in UPPS should be validated in further scale-up tests,
although the results seemed to fit the model in a laboratory scale.
Some additional discussion of current limitation and downsides of
UPPS could be found in Supporting Information. Also, pharmaco-
kinetic and pharmacodynamic studies were still missing and
should be conducted in the future, in order to perform a thorough
in vivo evaluation of RIS-PLGA MS.

Conclusion

In this article, investigation into formation mechanism was
performed, involving 4 formulations, F1-4. Evaporation profile and
viscosity of PLGA solutions were determined, and the morphology
of microspheres was explored by SEM. Formation mechanism was
put forward by virtue of semiquantitative analysis encompassing
several parameters: ci, ce, ve, and vm. F1-4 exhibited different re-
lationships between these parameters, resulting in different
appearance. The fabricated RIS-PLGA MS (F1) was subsequently
evaluated in vitro. As indicated by the results, RIS-PLGA MS was a
qualified candidate for schizophrenia therapy via intramuscular
administration. Also, the feasibility and applicability of UPPS were
validated.
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